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Lucy May Walker - My Help

 Key A                          You Tube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kD6KGh3cS_g

   [Verse 1]
A
Fall in love with me again, So you can treat me better
F#m
Its enough for me to see you trying to make it better
D                A
Baby, I know you hurt

A
You never promises me perfection,but were so far from it
F#m
You think im trying to change you ,but im just being honest
D                A    Asus4
Baby ,I know you hurt

   [Chorus]
A                     D
You cant revise these words

Running around in circles
             A
Jumping over hurdles
                 Bm             A
Trying to find a rhyme for your wrongs
A                     D
Thought that this was worth it
                 A
But its just not working
                Bm               A
I cant help you if you cant love yourself
                 Bm                    A
You know i,ll be here when you need my help

   [Verse 2]
A
Take me back to where we were when we first met each other
F#m
Seems so simple then having drinks by the river
D                A
Baby ,well thats when it worked



A
So fall in love with me again so we can make this better
F#m
Waited long enough,for me its now or never
D                A    Asus4
Baby ,Im hurting too

   [Chorus]
A                     D
You cant revise these words

Running around in circles
             A
Jumping over hurdles
                 Bm             A
Trying to find a rhyme for your wrongs
A                     D
Thought that this was worth it
                 A
But its just not working
                Bm               A        Asus4
I cant help you if you cant love yourself

   [Chorus]
A                D
Running round in circles
             A
Jumping over hurdles
                 Bm                A
Trying to find a right in all your wrongs
A                     D
Thought that this was worth it
                 A
But its just not working
                Bm               A
I cant help you if you cant love yourself
                Bm                     A
You know ill be here ,when you need my help

   [Instrumental]
Bm   F#m    Bm

   [Chorus]
A                 D
Running round in circles
             A
Jumping over hurdles
                 Bm             A
Trying to find a right for your wrongs



A                     D
Thought that this was worth it
                 A
But its just not working
                Bm               A
I cant help you if you cant love yourself
                Bm               A
I cant help you if you cant love yourself
                Bm                     A
You know ill be here ,when you need my help
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